The Afterlife Explorers & Mediumship Convention

(subject to tweaks, changes, and rearrangements!) . . . and some special surprises

Practicing Mediums

This is designed for those who are already engaged in practicing mediumship professionally. The
breakout program is designed to help these practitioners enhance their abilities by learning about
various techniques used by highly evidential certified mediums. Differentiating psychic information
from discarnate communication, interpreting information and symbols, working with your guides,
learning more about the nature of grief and bereavement, ethical practices, the history of mediumship,
working with researchers, and physical mediumship will be some of the areas addressed.

Studying Mediumship
For Those Studying Mediumship and those who are interested in the Study of Mediumship
This track is for those who may have some intuitive ability and are studying, or would like to study and
explore mediumship. The focus of this track will encompass dreaming skills, reception of psychic
information, receiving and interpreting discarnate communication, techniques in delivering the
information, separating psychic information from spirit communication, ways to enhance reception of
mediumistic communication, and the pros and cons of making mediumship a profession.

Visionary Explorers

For those who have had personal experiences with the unseen world and are interested in
exploring and understanding it.

We all have some degree of intuitive ability. Many have no desire to become a medium, but have a
keen interest in being a “personal explorer” of non-physical phenomena. Attendees in this track will be
exposed to workshops and discussions involving afterlife signs and communications and how to
recognize them, psychic skills, automatic writing, remote viewing, psychokenisis, positive and negative
energy, electronic voice phenomena, past life regression, Spirit Art, and more.

Bereaved
For those who have suffered the loss of a loved one and want to learn ways in which they can connect,
continue the relationship and enhance communication with Spirit. In addition to Spirit Communication
(Demonstrations of Mediumship), the workshops will include journaling, optimizing dream visits,
recognition of signs and non-physical communication, opening to direct communication, developing
psychic skills, and moving through grief.
__________________________
This program is broad based and inclusive of other topics and concepts. Content is subject to
change as the program unfolds.

